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ABSTRACT

Dirac's formulation of ·the monopole theory modified by an

additional mass term for the gauge field has been considered as

a possible simplified model for quark binding.  We.discuss methods

for the consistent regularization of the infinities present in
.b.

the resulting action and·equations of.motion.  In this way we are

led to an action which is the same as that suggested by previous

authors. We show that the expression for the energy of the modi-

fied action still has infinities unless the mass of the gauge field

is infinite.  Thus the regularization procedure is incomplete when

the gauge field has finite mass.  Applications of the regularized

model to charmonium and other mesoh states are discussed.

2-                                                                      1
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I. Introduction

In the preceding paperl,we considered the canonical formulation

of Dirac's action2 f6r electrodynamics with magnetic charges, modi-

fied by the addition of an arbitrary mass term for the gauge field.

For zero mass gauge fields,the equivalence of Dirac's treatment

and other treatments which do not use strings was established. In

the static limit, the string was seen not to appear in the expression

for the energy of the system. In the same static limit, in the

massive case·, the string contributed to the energy of the system

a term which could. be interpreted as a confinement potential for

the monopoles. However, this energy·expression contained certain

infinities which had to be suitably reinterpreted.

Here we investigate ,the regularization of 'these infinities more

carefully. It turns out that the method we use is very similar to

3                                                        1that of Barut and Bornzin . In cohtrast to our preceding paper , we

use the Lagrangian equations of motion rathet than a Hamiltonian

approach for this purpose. The modified action which leads to the

correct regularized equations of motion is the same as that suggested

by Nambu4.  In the limit when the mass u of the gauge field becomes

5
infinite, the modified action reduces exactly to the Nambu-Goto

string action plus kinetic energy terms for the monopoles. The

corresponding static energy is finite and leads to a confinement

potentia·1. For finite .nonzero 0, there is also a Yukawa force
between the monopoles. However the static energy now contains

infinities showing the incompleteness of the regularization procedure.
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, In this approach the strength of the confinement potential

can be readily related to the overall constant -1/2wa' appearing

in the Nambu-Goto action.  This identification leads, as we have
6

pointed out elsewhere , to a suggestive experimental consistency

if the monopoles are considered to be charmed quarks and the new

narrow resonances as their bound states. Some further consequences

of this approach are discussed.

2. Regularization of the.Modified Dirac Action

For simplicity we consider the following action containing two

particles with equal and opposite magnetic charges and no electric

charges:

A=
fd'Ix {-  F.  F 11'1 + . 2 ALIAW}-132 N... dT / feli'Ul

IdiNul .(2.1)4 UU ' <39-11 ldT J

Here Aw is the vector field of mass u, i (T) (N=l,2) are the mono-

pole coordinates, m  are the· corresponding masses and

Fyv(x) = DUAV(x) - avAM(x) + Gkuv-, (2.2)

where

Gt#v= 1 EuvaBG
2       a B '

G  (x) = g  dz.dc 64(x-y(T,a)) a  (T,a) ,a B                            a B

caB(T,a) = ya(T,a) yACT,c) - 98(T,a) ya(T,a) ,

aya        i   aya
Va = h '  a      =aa '

(2.3)

In (2.3) ,g is the magnetic charge. Furthermore the monopoles are

located at the ends of the string yu(T,a) so that the a .integration

runs between the monopole positions. [In Ref.1, we used ah "infinite"
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string. For our present purposes, however, it is adequate to

assume that the string is of finite extension].

The field equations which follow from (2.1) are

a Fuv +P A  =0,    '                                (2.4al
2 v

U

rN  ,
Z

-  3       U          t  -N lNv
mN FF =  N Fuv(z )z (no N sum), (2.4b)

,AN ·NX
. z A z

avv<-L   Ft  ..Cy.)/+   _L_   pil:   ·Cy*)+   _L:··Ft'.Cy)    = 0. (2.4c)
3yp uv ayv Pll :).:  ayll. Vp'.

Here gl=+g and g2=-g   ; corresp6nding to monopole 1 at the beginning
of the string and monopole 2 at the end of the string, while Ft

V V

is defined analogously to Gt  .  Note also that by construction
Vv

of G
Wv·

f.xil  :F v,= .-,5t· Gl'v(x) = li gN  d, 64(x-iNCT))zN . (2.5)

Eq.(2.5) indieates the presence of monopole sources for the vector

field.

Note that both (2.4b) and (2.4c) contain infinities since they

involve G (y) which is seen from (2.3) to be infinite. We will
P V

now describe a regularization procedure for these infinities.  This

procedure will also be consistent with (2.5) when it is evaluated

on the string.  Unlike other authors3,4 who have attempted to
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regularize the action directly,we will regularize the equations of

motion and then construct an action which leads to the regularized

equations of motion. It turns out that the two procedures are not

exactly equivalent as we shall discuss later.

The basic idea behind this regularization is to interpret an
infinity 62(0) which occurs in the expressions involving Guv(y) as
a finite constant. This is similar to giving the string a finite

lateral dimension as other authors3,4 have pointed out.  The technical

problem-involved.is the unambiguous covariant separation of the trans-
verse directions from the others. This will be achieved by requiring

the regularized equations to retain covariance under reparametrizations

in the (T,c) space.

First consider the part J of (2.4c) which contains the singularities:

Uv  3
J p  =- a               ·- P    G u x'  C y)   -2  I f.u     .5      G p u  (y)        -      Y  '  11       T     G p u (Y) ] (2.6)

The singularity in the first term·of ·(2.6) is of a different nature

from those in the. last two terms. The latter can be regularized by

giving a suitable interpretation of G  (y) while the first term inpU

aaddition reqdires :an interpretation of the derivative - G   Cy) .
Dyp  uvThus we will treat the two cases separately.

The expression for G  (y(T,a)),pU

G   (y(TA.a)) = g dT'da'64(y(.r,a)-y(TI,aD.)a   (T,,a,)pW pp

is clearly peaked around a=c', T=T'.  .As a first approximation we ther,

fore set
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Y(T';C') = Y(T,C) + (T'-T)y(T,C)

+ (C'-a)y'(T,C) (2.7)

Resolving y into components parallel and perpendicular to Y',

9 Ki     =     i»    y I     +     44-       ,
y,

•1
y ly' =0, (2.8)

and using (2.7), we find

6.4 Cy (rr, u)-y (.T' , c'))= 64[{(a'-a) + (T '- ·r)  i.-Lz}y' + (T'-T) 4-L] .
y,

Resolving this four dimensional delta function into directions

perpendicular to the world plane of the string and along y' and

y.1. gives

6 4(y(e r,  a)-y(,T'  , c'))     =

=   62(0)6[{(c'-c)+(T'-'r)   9' '}   ,/ =]6[(T'-T)    3 9.-LT]y,

= 62(0)6(a'-a)6(T'-T)
(2.9)

,/ty.y, ) 2-y 2 y,  2

Thus

C (T,C)
G  (y) = g62(0)    Py
p U

 ( . ,) 2 - 2 ,2 (2.10)

Next consider the first term of (2.6)   9   G  (y) can be3yp  uv
written as

y'   yl,  f p· 9 t}   ,-1- G .CY) =     2                (Y)                     (2.11)ayp Vv .Y,   Y012   ayxGWV

   (*(11-(1)+n(2).(2)1-2- G   (y),
'iw   '4 X 11         '* A            ' 3yi  -     11 v
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where y'//-y,2 , fl// 12-, n(1), n(2) form an orthonormal coordinate

system. The last two terms in (2.11) can be consistently defined to

be zero by evaluating the derivative as a symmetrical limit

f.im  {611\'CY+7)-G  Cy- 0.}                                              1
8+0 Pv

where A is normal to the world plane of the string. This limit vanishes

because Guv(x) has support only on the world plane of the string.  On

substituting yi'-= Yx-Y. ' yi and using (2.10),the first term of (2,6)
Y,

becomes

(YoY')Y 7 3allv 8   G  (y) = g62(0)(Iliv _12 [Yp_ - +
3) ,P           U v                                                                                 y  ,                                           (fi)   2            J   3 a

91       0
+

.  i.   2      83  }                           1' (2.12)
(Y-J ,/(f.9.,)2-y2y, 2

Since

0 2
U V

-2,

 < . , 2- 2 ,2

we have

apv a_        auv    I = auv 8
a
UV

38                ·        BT =0

/cy.y') 2 ·2 .2 /(f·y')-42y,2-y y.

Thus (2.12) vanishes and (2.6) simplifies to

C

Jp=-2g62(0)[fli -2 - y,u -a] PU
(2.13)Da 3T /cy.y,) 2  · 2   ..2-y y:
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If we identify 62(0) with a finite constant, Eq.(2.10) defines

a finite expr,ession for G  (y) and its derivatives.  Then the equations
pU

of motion (2.4b) and (2.4c) become

' rN '
Z                                                                                                  '

-    3      -11 0

XAP (EN). 8    (iN)) iNvmNa T
=

 N(EuvAPB Uv

].Y,  5Z  .Z

(no N sum) (2.14)

fuy,v  3.  3
a .  X,E                     -  (-A  Cy)-2- A  Ty))

Puva
3,X 3YX 3 YUL

C
-     g 6 2  C O)   [f l i    _-3   .-     v '  11. -il pu

Bc   1   BT =0.

/(9.y,)2-f2y,2

(2.15)

Note that for Ax=0, (2.15) reduces to the equation of motion of the

Nambu-Goto string.

Next consider E4.(2.5).  When x is on the string but away from

the ends,the right hand side vanishes. The left hand side, using

arguments similar to the above, may be shown after some calculation to

vanish. Also when x=y( ,a) is near the position y(T,aN)=EN(T) of the

monopole N, the right hand side of (2.5) may be written as

gN    da 'dz'    6(a' - aN) 64(y (T,a) -y (T I,a' ) ) y v (T I,a, )
(no N sum) ·

With our approximation (2.9) for the delta function this becomes
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gN  2(0)6(a-aN)yv(T,GN)

 y (T,  aN)  0 y'   (T,  aN))2  --92(T, aN) y'  2  (T, aN)

This is easily seen to be the same as the left hand side of (2.5)

3when --- G (y) is evaluated, according to the prescription used in
3YU  UV

arriving  at   (2.12) and· taking the surface terms into account.

Now the modified action which reproduces the equations of motion

(2.4a), (2.14) and (2.15) is seen to be

A' =

. d4x {-14(31 A -3 A ) (·31 Av- 3·vAP)+   112 .AuAV}
v vy

-g  d'rda 31'Av(y).at _g  2(0), d·rda ,/ f.Y') -Y Y2 ·2 ,2
··    Uv

/.N JN

(2.16)-    .] N    ., d'r      ,/·:·.2 '

'
Z

We see that the third term in (2.16) is exactly the Nambu-Goto action

if we set

22    1
g    6.  (0)     =....zia,   -              '                                                                                                                              (2.17)

where a' is the universal slope of the Re,gge trajectories. This same

34
action has been suggested by others ' .

Note that the choice (2.17) regularizes the equations of motion

(2.14) ,and (2.15) by making 62(0) finite. However we shall see later

that there are still infinities present in the expression for the -

energy of the system.

The comparison of A' and A shows that we have simply made the

replacement
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2,
f   f 4 -Pv   2  1T  d x Glivl:i  = 4--· drdadr'da' 64(y(Tpe)-y(tr',c'))auv(,T,G)auv(fr''a,)

+ - g262(0)  d rda/(y·y')2- 2y,2 (2.18)

in the term involving F  Fuv in A to get A'.  It is amusing that if we
Vv

had applied the approximation (2.9) directly to the 6-function appearing

in (2.18),we would have obtained 1 g262(0) rather than g262(0) in the

last expression of (2.18).  The expression in (2.18) without this

factor 1/2 is the one which with a consistent interpretation of infinities

leads to the same canonical momenta and Hamiltonian given in the preceding

paper. [cf.footnote 7]  Furthermore we note that regularization is not

required to interpret the zero mass theory since the Hamiltohian turns

out to be finite except for the well-known self-energy infinities asso-

1
ciated with point particles .

3.  The Energy of the System

To understand the physical situation represented by the action

(2.16) it is helpful to compute the energy of the system.  Making the

convenient choices

-NZ  =y  =t; T= .t, (3.1)00

we write (2.16) as

A' = 1 dt
L (3.2)

and compute the energy using the equation

f 3  ·  6 L    f   · 6L -N BLE = -L +
  d  x  Au     +  j do  y.  -7--  +

z
i -TH (3.3)

+

6Yi 3i.U 1

Here the latin indices are to be summed from 1 to 3 ahd
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3 L      mN Zi
N =             '        (no N sum) (3.4 a)

' 32. / tN»ZN1
41-(z-z )

6L  = FVO(x) (3.4b)

6Au (x)

6L C ik                                  14 k    '
= -gI(Fik+Giklg.. 6'2(071

6fi(a,T) 2 + 2 +2+,2 1/2[(f.f') +y' -y y. 1

(3.4 c)

In (3.4c) a is in the interior of the string7.  The expression for the

energy becombs  ,

E= 
mN

N    E     jN   4Nll/2
Li-z .Z J

+ ' dsx[-·  FiOFio+  Fij Fi j-  112AllAu_, xE FkO Ao]

1 f                                                                                                y' 'y+ TJ  d3x. GijG..+g262(0)  da    .ij                  +. 2 +.2 42+,2 1/2
[Cy.y ) +y. -y y  ]

1 f 3   i O

-T dxG Gio (3.5)

Equation (3.5) will be used in the next two sections to study various

limits of the theory.

4. The u+oo Case and its Static Limit

In the preceding paperl it was shown that for u=O,we recover from

Dirac's action the electrodynamics of electrically and magnetically
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charged particles and that the string played, in a certain sense, no

dynamical role. In the U+00 limit we shall see that the opposite

occurs, namely that the field Au disappears and we get a theory of

a Nambu-Goto string with monopoles at its ends.

.   '8
The field equation (2.4a) for A  has the solution

0(

A (x) = -(112+El 1 -1 __L--Gt (x)· (4.1)a 3x Xa
X

where we have used BUAu=O which also is a consequence of (2.4a).  The
-1.precise definition of the Green's function (112+Cl)   is not ·necessary··for

our purposes.  Note that G has no dependence on the mass u. ThusXa

as 11+00, A 4O. The remaining field equations (2.14) and (2.15) reduce
to

C  (G,T)
g       6  2   C  0 1          [ f u        30       -       Y  ' 1.1.6T]

pu -0, (4.2)
/(f.y, ) 2-f z y, 2

.

-N -Nv
Z a (aN'T)Z

8N     a                '.    11          .-.           =     -g g N 6 2  (0)              U v

/iN rN 1(4.y,)2-42y,2..1 Z .Z ' .

(no N sum), (4.3)

where in (4.3) y and y' are evaluated at the monopole position

c=aN.  These field equations may be derived from the action A"

obtained by setting Au=O in (2.16)inamely,

A" = _g262(0)
 dzda /(f.Y,)2-fZY,2

-  C  4/'N 'N
_mN J dT  ·z 0

z (4.4)
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The energy expression cor.responding to A" is obtained by setting Ay=0

in (3.5):

mN        2 7 f +, +1E+I
+ g 6 CO) da .

y..y

11-- N F .+N LN 1/ 2 +  2+2 +24,2 1/2
Li-z ·z                    .[(f·y') +y' -9 y  1

(4.5)

It is interesting to consider·the limit of this theory when the

string is static  (when yi does.not depend on. time9).  The equation of

motion (4:2) .then becomes, on dropping dotted quantities,

+.

af   l f;1   -
0 (4.6)

The fourth component  of (4.2) gives· an identity. This equation just

says that the direction in space of the string does not change along

the string. Hence the string mugt be a straight line.  The potential

energy V between the monopoles due to the last term of (4.5) becomes

V    =    g 2 6 2 (0)       d a     I f,   1
22

=  g  6  (0) r (4.7)

where :r is the distance between the monopoles. Some consequences of

this pdtential. will be discussed later.

5. Static Limit for Finite U

In this more general case,we consider Au as well as Yi to be time

independent9.  Then
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G..(x)   0,
1J

Gi (x)   -g da 63(xly)yi ,

3       t

Ai(X)        -  21 2-. .3.*7 -G) i (x),V -V

AO(x) 0. (5.1)

We also have- from (2.5) the identity

K: Gio(x) = -  gN 63(x-EN) (5.2) ·
1

Substituting (5.1) and (5.2) in the energy expression (3.5) gives

after a straightforward·calculation the static potential

V = 1  d3x( 2992 Gio(x)) Gio(x)Li

t+N tN':
e-Flz -z  1

        ,N'    fN N '          ZN   +N ,  ..
iz -Z" I

+    g 2 6,2 (0)     da I; '1 (5.3)

Note .that for F+oo,only the third .term, which we found in the  last

section, survives. There is now also a Yukawa interaction given by

the second term for NtN' (for N=N' we Have the usual infinite·inter-

action self energy which may be drdpped).  The first termin (5:3)-is

seen to contain an infinity when we substitute for G from (5.1).i 0

Thus the regularized action A' with the interpretation g262(0)_  1
27Ta'

10.still leads to an infinity in the energy when U is finite

Finally we show that the string equation of motion (2.15) in

l
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this case is identically satisfied for a straight string so that the

last term in (5.3) still gives a linear potential between the monopoles.

In the last section,we showed that the last term of (2.15) vanishes

for a straight static string. The first term of (2.15) also can be

seen to vanish. To show this we use (2.4a) to rewrite this term as

-6      Ty,v(112Aa(y)---3-r Gtla<y)) .puva
3Y

In this expression, by (5.1), A (y) is zero while

X (y (c) )     =   E-    fda, F C a, a, )     Cy    Ca)-y    Ca'))     x    f ' (a'), (5.4 a)
47T J,          1+c -4(c,)1

where ;(c) E;(T,a) and

d  ervrFCa,a') = - ( ) for r=]f(a)-9(a')1. (5.4b)dr    r

Thus Ac(Y) vanishes for straight strings due to the cross product in
3   t Xc

(5.4 a). We have still to show that --- G (y) is zero. By (5.1),this
3Y

X

vanishes for a=0 while for c=i,it becomes

3      t- G    (a)) = - -L- fda'63(y(al-y(a'))y (a') 0 (5.4 c)
3yg Zi,' g Elij ay£

a
Here --- can be resolved  into components along and perpehdicular toay£

yi .  The latter gives no contribution based on an argument sibilar

to· that following (2.11) , while the former also gives zero because

of the E symbol.  Thus a straight string is consistent with the

static approximation.
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6. Chatmonium

Even though the above model is certainly far too simple for it

to be a fully realistic description of hadron dynamics, it contains

the interesting feature that a term in the potential between the

monopoles increases linearly with their separation.  Such a term

would of course prevent the monopoles from escaping each other and

hence suggests their possible identification with quarks. Several

authors have recently tried successfully to explore the11,12,13

recently discovered narrow resonances as S-wave states of a charmed
' 11

quark anti-quark system beund by such a potential.· Eichten·et al

actually fit the energy levels as well as the electronic decay widths

with the potential:

-al
V(r) = r-+a2r,

a  = 0.21

a 2    =    0.1 9-  (GeV) 2 . (6.1)

They mention' that the linear term is the important one for getting

the energy levels right.  We notice that our model gives a prediction

for a2 '

a2 = 2x , = 0.18 (GeV)2 , (6.2)

-2where we have'used a' = .895 (GeV) as the experimental Regge slope.

The close. agreement between the two values for a2 seems to indicate

that the notion of the dual string as providing a quark binding force

may have some validity.

L
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It may be of some interest to check further the consistency of

this simple model. The S-wave energy levels of a quark anti-quark
14

system.non-relativistically bound by the potential a2r are given by

.,2 1/3
E      = -z n  m. 

+ 2m
, (6.3)n

where m is the quark mass (we have dropped the bar and subscript N

from the monopole mass mN) and zn are the zeros of the Airy function.
15The first few of them are

Zl = -2.338 ,
Z2 = -4.088 ,
zj = -5.521 ,

z 4    =     -6.78-6- . (6.4)

It has been pointed out that the prediction of (6.3) and .(6.4112

z 2 - z 3

m(93)-m(42) = zl-z2 Im(02)-m(01)] ,                
        (6.5)

where 01,02 and 43 are the meson states 0(3105), 4(3695) and 0(4170),

leads to good agreement with experiment. Of course;one has·equations

similar to (6.5) for the. higher radially,'excited. S-states. Beside

this, one can look for rough consistencies involving bound states of

non-charmed quark-anti-quark pairs.  Denoting by mu the mass of the

uncharmed  non-strange quark and by mc the. mass of the charmed quark,

and interpreting p' as the first radial excitation of the b, we get

from (6.3),

mu    m(42)-m(91) 3-= [ 1 - 0.4. (6.6)m     m(p')-m(p)C
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To derive (6.6) we have also assumed that a universal  r   potential
27ra'

holds for both the charmed and uncharmed cases.  The prediction of

(6.6) that mu is appreciably less than mc seems reasonable and encourages

us to believe that this approach has some merit.

Now    our. static potential (5.3) contains, in addition    to    the    2. ra,
term, a Yukawa term and an infinite string-like term.  Neglecting the

latter,we·might try to improve the semi-phenomenological binding poten-

tial by including the Yukawa term.  Thus we arrive at the potential

-urV=C e+ r
(6.7)1 r 27r a '

where cl is a negative constant.  For large  but not infinite  u one

can get an analytic expression for the energy shift by treating the

first term of (6.7) as a perturbation. This energy shift is, by first

order perturbation theory,

dEn = cl(2 a,) / , -dz [A   .)12 exp[- ji(z-zn)(2 a')1/31/ C dz[Ai(z)]2,
n

Z                                                           Zn n

(6.8)

where Ai(z) is the Airy function.  The denominatot can be evaluated
CO

as    C

  [Ai(z)]2dz = [Ait(zn)]2,
Z                                                      'n

A i' (Z)    E     A i(z) , (6.9) 7

6                 ™   1/3
by using the differential equation for Ai(z) . Also    for    u> > C    m       )2Aa'
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00

[Ai(z)]2 1/3   1  m   2/3
dz z-z exp[-11(z-zn) (2 a') 1- (27[a') [Ai' (zn) ]n

Z
n                                                         (6.10)

From  (6.8),  (6·.9)  and  (6.10), we-get the·· ·energy shift  as
mc

AE  = 1
(6.11)n      '2   '

27Ta-'11

Note that AE  is independent of n. Thus the predictions of (6.5) andn

(6.6) which depend only on energy differences still hold.

Combin.j.Ag (6.2), (6.3) and (6.11), we find the following formula
for the energy levels in this large u case;

z            mc
E  + AE = 2m -                                  (6.12)n:,               1

n                         n                                          i  2  T a  'ml/2-    2 l.,3- -     '       2't r a'  41 2

If we a4ply (6.12) to the (4(3105) - 0(3695)) mass difference, we get'

an estimate for the mass of the charmed quark:I

m  - 0.84 GeV.                                             (6.13)C

Putting (6.13) back into (6.12) gives an abs61ute prediction for the

mass    of    411     (for    ex·ampl·e·)-:

m(Wl) 5 2.·47 -GeV. (6.14)

The inequality in (6.14) comes about because the last term in (6.12)

must be negative.  To improve this result while keeping the present

overall framework,we may of· course consider changing the value of
.. 1

given in·(6.2). Actually '»ad relatively small change in. this2Aa'

quantity from 0.18 to·0.21 is sufficient to shift m  in (6.13) from
C

0.84 GeV to 1.16 GeV and change (6.14) to m(41)<3.1 GeV.
12
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C

It is natural to speculate that the parameters and -- are1           1

27Ta'      2
1.t

the same for charmed and uncharmed vector mesons. This would mean

that, the formula (6.12) should give the w,0, or W masses (for example)

depending on the value of the quark mass m. ,However, the minimum of

(6.12) as a function of m is uniquely determined once we specify

m(41) and m(42).  It is independent of mc and is given by (noting

Zn<01

min En
=

3344 (-zn)3/4Al/4  
where

[m (4'1) -m (42)]  3A=
Izlm(42)-z 2m(41)]0 (6.15)

(Zl-Z 2)4

Insertiftg  the values for m(Wn) and z   .we findn'

E  > 1.8 GeV,                        '                    (6.16)n-

which is clearly in disagreement with the observed vector meson masses.

The simplest way to remedy, the situation is to add different constants

to the potential for different.cases, as several authors '   have11 12

done.  Of course, in a presumably more'realistic.non-Abelian version

of the  theory, modifications of the parameters may occur naturally,

giving rise to the correct mass spectrum.

.

L
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we also set EN=O, (4.3) implies the formula O=y /mN where
/\ A                  A
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16. To derive (6.9), we multiply the equation 2   -zAi(z)=0
d2Ai(z)

dz

by ddz(Z) and integrate from zn to -.

17. Since the integrand on the left hand side of (6.10) is peaked

around z=zn for large u, we approximate Ai (z)=(z-zn) Ai'(zn)
Then the integral is easily evaluated.


